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Frank’s eves glinted at the words, and he shot a glance at Ann. Frank
declined, “Mrs Chaney, the Chaney Group has the fashion design
department as well. Isn’t it better for Ann to intern at your own
company?” Ann was carried away by the love and caring meant for Jodie
without appreciating them. Frank could not understand the Chaney
family sometimes. Jodie was still out there missing, and the Chaney
family just adopted Ann for the sake of marriage. Ann’s face turned dark
at Frank’s refusal. Before Marilyn could get out a word, Gary saw his

chance and broke in with a smile. “Mrs. Chaney, I’m afraid that it is

inappropriate to make such an arrangement. Every employee of the
Taylor Group made their way with their capabilities. It will only make
Miss Chaney suffer if she is recruited just by riding someone else’s
coattails. *1 cant agree with you, Mr. Powell, Ann is the wife-to-be of
the chairman; there is no way she would have a hard time in Frank’s
company.” Marilyn’s raised his voice as if she was making sure to be
heard by Judith and Alissa At a glance, Alissa knew what Marilyn had in

mind. Alissa picked up her bag and glanced at Ann, who had been
well-protected. She withdrew her gaze disdainfully and looked at Frank.
“It seems that Mr. Taylor has been busy. Let’s meet another day. We are

leaving, Eric!” “Hold on a moment, Ms. Haywood!” Gary quickly called
out to Alissa. They had to have the meal together today. Gary had no
idea when the next opportunity would be if they missed this chance. ‘It’s
alright.We can take a rain check!” Alissa held Eric’s hand. Eric waved at
Judith and Frank. Alissa turned around and left determinedly with the
resounding sound of her high heels. Frank’s eyes were still cold. “Gary,
Ms. White, please take Ms. Haywood to the restaurant and order some
dishes I’ll be there soon!” He said grimly. “No problem! Let’s go, Ms.
White!” Gary couldn’t wait any longer. He would just go by himself



even if Frank didnt plan on going. Judith answered with a mumble as she
looked strangely at Marilyn and followed Gary to leave. Edwin took his
leave as well.

Soon, there were only three people left in the transparent and luxurious
office. Ann felt so angry that she could not breathe. She stood uneasily
behind Marilyn. “Take a seat, Mrs. Chaney.” Frank said nonchalantly
Marilyn did not hesitate to pull Ann to sit down on the leather sofa with
her. “Frank, that child looks familiar. What does he do? Whose child is

he?” Marilyn was deep in thought. She seemed to recognize the child
from somewhere before, but she couldn’t recall.

“He is the spokesman of our company’s children’s wear collection we
just signed this morning. I am here to inform you, Mrs Chaney, that I
will not marry Ann. If you really want to join the Taylor family, well, I
am not the only son.. Frank said indifferently while Ann was torn to
pieces. Manilyn frowned as she looked at Frank in anger, Marilyn
watched Frank grow up

She wouldn’t have to do this if Jodie wasn’t missing. Jodie had been a
sensible and considerate girl since she was a child. If Jodie hadn’t left a
hole in Marilyn’s heart. Marilyn would not have adopted Ann on
impulse.

Marilyn didn’t adopt Ann for the marriage. Marilyn was at the orphanage
when she saw the child resembled

Jodie and impulsively brought Ann back.
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Biting her lower lip, Ann looked up at Frank as if she had been greatly
wronged. She got up the courage to ask, “Frank, is it because I am the

adopted daughter of the Chaney family so that you don’t want to marry
me?” Ann would not give up without getting an answer today. Frank
narrowed his eyes and raised his chin with a commanding presence. “It’s
not about who you are or whether you are adopted or not. It’s just that
love cannot be forced.” Despite his usual cold and distant manner, Frank
spoke more words than he usually did so that he could have his life in
peace in the future. Marilyn exhaled deeply and said earnestly, “Frank, I
see what you are saying, but I hope you can give it a second thought
about letting Ann work here as an intern. Your company is full of talents
with more challenges. People can only grow with competitions.”
“Mom!” Ann looked like she was about to cry. How could Marilyn just

let it go? Ann loved Frank, and she would not marry anyone but him.
Marilyn did not look at Ann’ She knew well about Frank’s temper. No
one could force him to do something he didn’t want to do.

Frank stayed silent. A woman like Ann would never keep her nose clean,
and Frank wouldn’t want her to mess up his company. “Mrs. Chaney, I
should be going now.” Frank had finished what he needed to say.

Frank got up, and the sunlight that came in through the window shone on

him, gliding his tall figure with the dazzling beam. Ann looked at Frank
with infatuation. This man was the Prince Charming of Ann and
countless other girls.

Frank was the sweet dream of Ann that she was desperate for, but he just
didn’t feel the same way about her.

In Ann’s eyes, Frank was the brightest star.



Ann stared at Frank’s back until he disappeared in her sight. She looked
at Marilyn with tears. “Mom, let’s not push Frank too hard. Don’t worry.
I will get in the Taylor Group on my own and earn the recognition from
Frank.”

Marilyn, on the other hand, had a solemn expression on her face as she
smiled at Ann awkwardly. “Ann, I know that you like Frank, but he has
been stubborn since he was young. You may try one more time, and if
you fail, mom will find you a good man.”

Ann cried and shook her head pitifully. And then she smiled confidently
at Marilyn. “Mom, I will not give up on Frank. He will love me back
eventually if I work harder. “I wonder if I could make Judith go away.
Did you see how she flirts with Frank? She is trying to seduce him for

sure.”

It was the woman’s intuition that made Ann naturally sensitive. She
could feel that Frank was impressed by Judith. Maybe it was true when
people said that the best things were what we could never get.

Instead of staying at home and letting her imagination run wild, Ann
might as well come here to work and stay at Frank’s side.

Marilyn was not happy with what Ann had said.

“Ann, if you want to be recognized by Frank, you have to prove yourself
and make him impressed by your capability. But driving people away?”
she said solemnly.

“You may successfully let her out of your sight, but Frank would still
have feelings for her. Mom doesn’t like such means. Don’t ever say
things like that again.
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Ann quickly pulled Marilyn’s arm and smiled mischievously. “Mom, I
was too anxious and said the words without thinking. I always remember
what you teach me. I will definitely get the recognition of Frank with my
competency.” Marilyn smiled. She didn’t pay much attention as she
thought Ann was just putting her foot in her mouth, “Let’s go home and
have breakfast with your father.”

Marilyn was not angry as well. After all, she knew Frank’s temper.

She felt that Frank was being nice enough today by speaking much more
than he usually did. Frank had never given up searching for Jodie, as well
as the Chaney family. Marilyn hoped she could wake up one day seeing
her daughter again. The mother and daughter got up and left. They were
chatting as they walked out of the Taylor Group. Ann looked back at the
building behind her with her eyes glittered strangely. There would be a
banquet tomorrow night, and Ann has already devised a plan with Gina.
“Frank, you must marry me then.” Anna thought.

After that, she would not be a lovesick fool anymore. And then Ann
could establish her status in the Chaney family after she married Frank. A
flicker of darkness crossed Ann’s face. She held onto Marilyn’s arm and

left with a confident look. Frank just got a text message from Gary when

Frank came out of the building. Gary and the others were in a pizza shop
behind the company. Frank tilted his lips and walked briskly towards the
restaurant. He was surprised that Alissa liked pizzas. In fact, Alissa was
known for loving pizzas. If someone wanted to treat her to a meal, she
wouldn’t choose to eat steak or something fancy. Alissa would be happy



to drink wine with pizzas. That was what Alissa was like. She was a
frank and open person. She was not pretentious, and she was very loyal.

She didn’t care what others thought of her. Alissa was even closer with
Judith than with her own sister.

Judith and Alissa were very similar in this way, which was why the two
of them got along so well. Gary booked a private room. The room was

large with a great environment. The melodious light music was very
comfortable and enjoyable to listen to. Judith and Alissa chatted happily,
and Eric occasionally interjected a word or two. Edwin and Gary sat at
the side, feeling awkward. They wanted to speak but failed to join the
conversation. Gary and Edwin were both from influential families in

Mayfield. Wherever they were, they would be the center of attention.
Women always gathered around them and asked them all sorts of
questions.

This was the first time women left them out during social engagements.
Alissa paid no attention to Gary and Edwin at all. Nobody was as
important as Judith and Eric to her. Alissa held Judith’s arm. “Judy, I
have gained some weight recently. Take my measurements later and
make me a few pieces of recent staples. I want them red and black.”
Judith smiled, “Sure, I happened to have a sudden inspiration a few days

ago with a series of couture. I’ll do the sketching tonight and make some
dresses for you in a few days.” All these years, Alissa’s clothes mainly
were specially designed by Judith for her, and those could not be bought
in any store. Alissa was always striking whenever she wore those outfits.
Anyone could have an impression of Alissa with just a glance.

“Judy is the best!” Alissa rubbed Judith’s arm happily. Their intimacy
made all the men jealous. Gary’s gaze had constantly been falling on
Alissa
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Gary felt that Alissa was somewhat different from any other woman he
had met. Although Alissa was

arrogant, she was not spoiled. Alissa was indifferent, but she was also
elegant and generous. More importantly, Gary was always attracted by
the charm she showed silently. Unfortunately, Alissa had a boyfriend.
Gary lowered his head slightly, his eyes filled with disappointment. It
was a pity. Before Gary’s love for Alissa had’even sprouted, it was
ruthlessly cut off by Alissa’s words “I have a boyfriend.” Gary didn’t
want to give up, but he had to accept the fact no matter what. When

Edwin saw that the water had boiled, he carefully placed the vegetables
into the pot. Edwin did it slowly. Eric was drinking tea while listening
seriously to the conversation. Even though he was still a little boy, he
was very calm and steady. Suddenly, Eric’s phone rang, and his phone
was in Alissa’s bag. Alissa took out the phone and took a look. She
suddenly said happily, “Well! It’s a call from Lucas.” Eric heard it. After
explaining to Gary and Edwin politely, he took over the phone and left
the private room to answer the call. “Lucas! I will go back to Kimshire
with Alissa a little later.” Just as Frank reached the corner, he heard
Eric’s happy voice. “Have you signed the contract today?” Lucas, who
was on the other side of the line, asked in an emotionless tone. “Yes! The
contract has been signed. I will finish it before school starts. Since I will
go to school in Mayfield, I can work on weekends or after school. It is
not easy for Alissa to support the family alone. I’m glad that I can share

her burden.” “That’s good! Grandma is waiting for your news. I will tell
her! Bye!” Lucas hung up the phone. Eric looked at the phone doubtfully.
Why was Grandma concerned about his contract today? Without much

thought, Eric went back to the private room. Then, Frank walked out of



the corner. Frank looked sullen. He heard Eric say “I’m glad that I can

share her burden.” Eric’s last sentence lingered in Frank’s ears like a
spell. Frank suddenly panicked. Today, he had to get Eric’s hair. Doing a
DNA paternity test was the fastest way.When he reached the door, Frank
calmed down and pushed the door open. His tall figure was shockingly
imposing. Frank walked slowly but steadily. Just his back could fascinate
everyone. As soon as Frank came in, Judith and Alissa stopped talking.
Alissa smiled without much enthusiasm, and she teased, “Mr. Taylor,
you just come in time. The dishes are just ready.” Frank glanced at the
seat. There was a vacant seat beside Judith, and Eric was sitting next to
Alissa. Frank sat down beside Judith with a satisfied expression and then
he said indifferently, “Many thanks to Ms. Haywood and Eric for
inviting me!” After Judith heard this, she suddenly remembered what
Eric had just said. She wondered if Frank met Eric yesterday. However,
Judith did not ask after reflection.

Alissa looked at Frank and said with a smile, “Thanks for your
compliments. Mr. Taylor, you are our funder. We can’t afford to offend

you! Come on, raise your tea as a substitute for wine. Let’s have a toast
and wish us pleasant cooperation.” No one would dislike Alissa’s
openness and directness. Frank raised his teacup at her, saying with a
smile, “I’m looking forward to a pleasant cooperation!” Few people drink

wine at noon as they had to go to work in the afternoon. Driving while
intoxicated would bring on-the-spot fines. It would also do no good for
one’s business, and that was the most vital thing. Therefore, with tea as a
substitute for wine, everyone had no objections,
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“Ms. Haywood, do you have to leave today?” Gary put down the teacup
and looked at Alissa, asking. “Yes. Eric has an event tomorrow morning.
Time is tight. I have to put aside the other artists and deal with Eric’s
matter first.We can’t stay here any longer.” Alissa explained unhurriedly.
If she had not received a call . from the Taylor Group, they would have
left last night. “Ms. White, you have a great son!” Gary said with a face
full of envy. If Eric was really Frank’s son, it would be the best. Frank
was very lonely. If he could have a son, he would finally enjoy some
happiness in his bitter life. Judith smiled and did not speak: All her three
kids were great. “Gary, send Ms. Haywood and Eric to the airport later!”
Frank instructed. Frank did not have the chance to take Eric’s hair, but
Gary had. “Alright!” “Thanks, but no!” Gary and Alissa spoke at the
same time. The two looked at each other at the same time. Gary chuckled,
his eyes full of smiles. Alissa looked away expressionlessly. Gary smiled
and said, “Ms. Haywood, let me send you. We are working together now.
It’s my duty to send you to

the airport.” Alissa didn’t insist since she saw that Gary was insistent.
Taking a taxi was costly. Since there was a free ride, she didn’t need to
waste it. “Alright, then we’ll leave after the meal! We can’t be late.”
Alissa was straightforward, so she freely agreed. Gary suddenly chuckled.
If he won Alissa’s favor before she got married, he would have a chance
to be with

Alissa

Life was too short. A man should never let go of a loved one. “Don’t
worry, I will send you to the airport on time.” Gary’s elegant smile was
very charming. He looked deeply at Alissa as if he wanted to see through
her. Coincidentally, Alissa just didn’t like this look. Through Gary’s
gaze, Alissa wondered if Gary intended to flirt with her. In Alissa’s heart,
it didn’t mean that Gary was serious in pursuing her. But in Judith’s eyes,



she saw a hint of seriousness in Gary’s look. Alissa nodded and didn’t
speak. “Judith, I want to eat fish balls and fish rolls.” Eric was short, and
the table was too high for him. Eric knew it was not polite to stand up

while other people were having meals, so he simply let Judith give the
food to him. “Alright!” Judith was about to pick up the spoon to fish
balls when Alissa picked up the spoon and glanced at Eric. Alissa said
aggrievedly, “Eric, I’m right beside you. You ignore me and ask Judith to
help you. Aren’t you deliberately angering me?” Eric chuckled. On his
handsome little face, his star-like eyes were smiling brightly. “You are
wearing white clothes today. I’m worried that the oil stains will splash on

your clothes.” When Alissa heard this, she was touched. She thought Eric
was such a thoughtful boy. Alissa’s voice was tender and cute. “Oh!
Baby, you are so sweet and considerate. Okay. Let Judith bring the food
for you.” Judith also smiled and picked up the bowl in front of her. She
scooped up some of the meatballs for each taste and placed them on
Eric’s plate. “Thank you, Judith!” After Eric said that, he lowered his
head and ate happily. As Frank watched, he couldn’t help but smile.

Frank was looking forward to knowing the result of the DNA paternity
test. Frank had been a steady man and had never expected something so
much. But he wanted to know the result immediately. Frank had been
carefully observing Eric and he noticed that Eric was similar to him in
many ways.
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As Frank thought of this, the smile on his face widened. Then Frank
turned to Judith, who was eating gracefully. Judith always had a faint
smile on her face, which gave people an impulse to get close to her, but
they would also feel that they wouldn’t make it. Frank could not suppress
the joy, and even Edwin and Gary noticed it. During the meal, everyone



surrounded Eric and chatted and laughed, having a good time. This was
the first time Frank had attended a lunch party. He had a wonderful time
and thought that everyone was very sincere. Frank found that he didn’t
need to hide his true feelings deliberately and that he could just be
himself. After lunch, Gary was going to send Eric and Alissa to the
airport. Frank sent Gary a Line message when Gary went to pick up his
car. Gary, who had just started the car, heard a message notification
sound. He quickly picked up his phone to take a look. “Gary, find an
opportunity to get Eric’s hair.” A smile lit up Gary’s face. He knew that

Frank couldn’t wait. This was the first time Gary had seen Frank so
impatient since they became friends. Gary drove out of the parking lot
smoothly, picked up Eric and Alissa, and drove to the airport. Judith,
Edwin, and Frank returned to the company. However, not far from the

restaurant, they met Sherly and Julissa. Besides, the eldest son of the
Cooper family, Baron, was also with them. “Mr. Taylor, what a
coincidence!” Baron said with a smile. Frank just nodded, his face
indifferent. Baron was dressed in a tailored black suit. He looked like his
father. With deep-set eyebrows, a round face, and delicate facial features,
he was quite handsome. However, Judith knew that her step-brother was
a jerk. When Baron was in college, he dated several girls at the same
time. Baron even got some girl pregnant and Julissa settled it with money.
“Mr. Taylor, you are really nice to this new director of your company. I
have never seen you bring Hana out for a meal before.” After Julissa
finished speaking, she even looked at Judith with a scheming and
snobbish look.

Judith smiled as she calmly looked Julissa in the eye. Frank pursed his
lips coldly. His face turned sullen. He glanced at Julissa coldly, then
slowly retracted his gaze. His voice was emotionless. “Mrs. Cooper, do I
have to call you and tell you who I have lunch with today? “Even if I

have special care for Ms. White, what does it have to do with you?” If



Judith was really Judy, Frank would never forgive what the Cooper
family did to Judy. Julissa was somewhat embarrassed as she stood
rooted to the ground. Julissa knew that Frank did not care about others’

feelings. But she had no idea that Frank would make her lose face.

“Mr. Taylor, that’s not what my mother meant. Don’t take it to heart.”
Sherly smiled and came to the rescue. Obviously, Frank just ignored that
as he did not even look at Sherly. Edwin stood at the side with his hands
crossed over his chest, watching the show leisurely. Judith was about to
say something when Frank glanced at her out of the corner of his eye.
Suddenly, Frank opened his lips again. His gaze was very cold, but his
voice was neither fast nor slow. “I have a question. Actually, I’ve wanted
to ask you, Mrs. Cooper, if you have any opinions about Ms. White.
“Why do you always make insinuation when you see Ms. White? If

Hana was here today, aren’t you deliberately sowing discord?”

Frank’s accusation almost made Julissa lose her breath.
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“Mr. Taylor, my mother didn’t think too much when she said those
words. You have been generous. Please don’t take those words to heart.
Well … I find Ms. White very familiar. “Seven years ago, my adopted
sister suddenly went missing. My sister’s face was somewhat similar to
Ms. White’s face.” Baron said with a strange tone and looked at Judith
with a fake smile. Judith was not afraid at all as she looked at Baron’s
eyes that were filled with ridicule coldly and indifferently.

It sounded that in Baron’s memory, his adopted sister got lost. What a

ridiculous reason! Frank raised his eyebrows and smiled. His tall and



elegant figure slightly blocked before Judith. He was like a mountain that
no one could push down, protecting Judith firmly. Frank was invisibly
protecting Judith with his actions and words. Judith was very grateful to
Frank for righting wrongs for her. Frank kept saying coldly, “Mr. Cooper,
you must be joking. I have never been generous. If you gossip behind my
back, I don’t mind. Nothing will happen. “But Mrs. Cooper said that
nonsense to me, and the words will sow discord between my employees.

“Ms. White is very important to the operation of our company. If she
leaves our company because of Mrs. Cooper’s sarcasm, the Taylor
Group’s business worth dozens of millions of dollars might fail. Mrs.
Cooper, you would be the one to blame then!” Frank’s voice was soft and
gentle and it was beating the hearts of three Coopers, whose hearts
started to hurt more and more as Frank spoke. They even breathed
quickly.

Julissa kept the same action in a daze. She froze as she saw Frank move

his sexy lips in disbelief. Julissa never imagined that her sarcastic words
would make Frank wouldn’t let her go. Frank even charged her for the
possible loss of tens of millions. Julissa instantly felt a sense of
humiliation spread throughout her body.

Even though Julissa had been in business circles for many years, she did
not dare to go against this young genius in front of her. Frank held the
lifeline of the entire clothing industry in Mayfield. Even the Cooper
family had to rely on the annual order form of the Taylor Group. The
smile on Edwin’s elegant face had disappeared. Judith lowered her head
slightly and narrowed her eyes. She wanted to laugh but did not dare to
do so. Frank’s words were powerful enough to rout someone. What

happened just now made Judith believe that. In Judith’s impression,
Julissa had never been so humiliated before, who was always above
Judith. When Julissa looked at Judith, she would always raise her chin



like she was looking at a criminal. In Julissa’s eyes, Judith was like a
criminal. The three Coopers were completely dumbfounded by Frank’s
words. Baron was the first to come back to his senses. He swallowed his
saliva and smiled flatteringly at Frank. “Mr. Taylor, I’m sorry. I
apologize to you on behalf of my mother. I promise you that she will
never say such words again. Mr. Taylor, please forgive her this time.”
Baron’s tone of flattery was completely different from the arrogant him
just now. Frank lowered his head slightly and gave a half-smile, which
was as cold as ice. Frank did not look at Baron. Instead, he shifted his
gaze to the pale and embarrassed Julissa and said in a pitiless voice, “You
should apologize to Ms. White, not me.”
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Some people know they can’t have too much of a good thing when they
are with businessmen, But that was not who Frank was.

Frank took Jodie very seriously. Although he had not yet confirmed that
Judith was Jodie, he felt the odds were good After searching for so many
years, Frank thought Judith was the most likely person to be Jodie. Frank
cared about Jodie so much that he couldn’t watch her being bullied by
others. When Julissa was looked at by Frank like that, she instantly
understood what Frank meant. Frank wanted Julissa to apologize to
Judith. Julissa didn’t want to apologize to Judith at all. Julissa despised
Judith. Julissa felt Judith owed her a lot. However, as Judith White

refused to admit that she was Judith Cooper, Julissa could do nothing.
After all, Julissa knew nothing about Judith Cooper except Judith

Cooper’s appearance. However, Julissa knew that Judith Cooper was

allergic to mango and pineapple. Julissa decided to verify it if she had the
chance. But today Julissa had to get herself out of trouble first. As Julissa



had been suffering for many years, she could take temporary setbacks.
She didn’t want to lose that large sum of money because of herself.

Julissa didn’t think it was too hard to apologize. Julissa gracefully took a
step forward and looked at Judith. With a smile on her face, Julissa said,
“Ms. White, I’m sorry. I made a slip of the tongue. You won’t take what
I said to heart, will you?” Judith could size up the situation, but she was
angry when she saw Julissa. Judith said, “Mrs. Cooper, I heard you
traded your adopted daughter for a deal of 2 million dollars seven years

ago…” Judith then suddenly stopped talking as if she had said something
wrong. Judith looked a little guilty. Looking at Julissa’s awkward smile,
Judith smiled evilly. The tone Judith raised was a mockery of Julissa.
“Mrs. Cooper, I am sorry. It was a slip of the tongue.We are even now.”
“Where did you hear this news from? Are you slandering me?” Julissa
finally couldn’t hold back her anger. Her graceful face, with its delicate
makeup, was distorted in a somewhat ugly way when she lost control of
her emotions.

If this matter were to spread in the upper-class society, it would be
disastrous. Frank looked sideways and saw the strange look in Judith’s

eyes. He felt that she should be upset because she revealed her own scars.

Judith, however, smiled and said apologetically, “Mrs. Cooper, I already
said that it was a slip of the tongue. Since it is not true, there is no need
for you to be so nervous.” Julissa was about to speak when Judith’s
phone suddenly rang. Judith looked at the caller ID and found it was a

call from Adam. Judith smiled apologetically at Frank and walked to the
side to answer the phone. “Adam!” “Judy, the Cooper family is throwing
its shares,” Adam said happily.

Judith looked up and glanced at Julissa who was angry but could not vent
her anger. With a bright smile on her face, Judith said, “Adam, is the
money I gave you enough? If it is enough, buy all the shares.” “Judy, I



also have some money. I will use my money to buy the shares if your
money isn’t enough. You can return it to me when you have money in the
future.” Adam knew Judith wouldn’t borrow money from her easily, so
Adam offered to lend it to Judith. “Alright! Adam, thank you!” Judith
said gratefully. “Then treat me to dinner tonight. After dinner, let’s go to
view the house. It’s your style.” Adam took the

opportunity to make a request. “OK! You decide where to eat.” Judith
agreed to the request without hesitation. “Alright! I’ll pick you up after
you get off work! I’m hanging up!”

Judith smiled and hung up the phone. Then she walked up to where she
was before. Frank looked at Judith and said, “Ms.White, let’s go back to
the company! It’s almost time to work!”
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Frank’s eyes were as deep as ink. He was extremely charming. People
would be easily enchanted by him. His sexy and thin lips were full of
temptation as he looked at Judith with a smile. Judith saw Frank’s look

and she was a little nervous. She nodded somewhat awkwardly and softly
replied, “Alright!” Judith then looked at Julissa who looked pale. Sure
enough, people are all the same by nature. When people meet someone

who can control their destiny, they can give up their dignity. Compared
to the pain Julissa had suffered back then, what she was going through
now was not worth mentioning.

Judith would give Julissa a hard time in the future. The three of them
then left under the gaze of the Coopers. “Oh my god!” Julissa heaved a
sigh of relief. Julissa took a step back as if she had suffered a blow.
“Mom!” Sherly quickly supported Julissa worriedly. Sherly thought



Julissa had never been like this before. Julissa had been biting the bullet
just now. When Frank left, she felt as if she had been paralyzed. There
was no strength left in her body. All the people in Mayfield knew Frank

was ruthless. There was absolutely no way for the people he wanted to
deal with to survive. “Mom, that woman is Judith Cooper. Why didn’t

she admit it?” Sherly roared angrily. Sherly’s makeup was messed up.
When Sherly saw Judith Cooper’s pure and lovely face, Sherly was very
jealous. Sherly hated Judith Cooper since Sherly was a child, and that
was because no matter what Judith Cooper wore, Judith Cooper was more
beautiful than Sherly. Baron narrowed his eyes slightly. Thinking of
Judith’s arrogant look just now, he put on a mocking smile. He said,
“How could she be Judith Cooper? She just looks like Judith Cooper.
Judith Cooper is not as capable as Judith White.Moreover, Judith Cooper
does not have the ability to hold the post of director. “Mom, you don’t
have to be angry with Judith and Frank in the future. After all, the life
and death of our company still depend on the Taylor Group. Over the
past year, the Cooper Enterprise’s stock has been falling. It’s been the
same for the past few days. As for Frank, nothing bad can be allowed to
happen to him.”

Baron was also afraid of Frank. Baron knew he would lose everything if

the Cooper Enterprise went bankrupt. In this society, it is almost
impossible for a company to start over from scratch. “I know that. I just
didn’t expect Frank to care about that woman!” Julissa remembered
everything that happened just now and still had lingering fears. Seeing
Julissa frightened like that, Sherly was even more furious. Sherly
suddenly raised her eyes to look at Baron. With a frown, Sherly said,
“Baron, that woman is obviously Judith Cooper. I can’t be wrong.” “Shut
up! Do you really want Judith Cooper to come back? What did you do

back then? Don’t you understand that if Judith Cooper wants to come

back, she won’t leave seven years ago?” Baron roared. Hearing what



Baron said, Sherly and Julissa forced themselves to calm down. “Sherl,
send mom back to rest first! I still have things to do in the company.”
After saying that, Baron left. As Julissa watched Baron leave, she felt
uneasy. Thinking back to what Judith had said, Julissa felt that Judith’s
words were hostile. Julissa was nervous and her eyebrows were tightly
knitted. “Sherl, your words remind me of something. If Judith left
because she knows about what happened that year, then what will she do
when she comes back?” A trace of panic flashed through Julissa’s heart.
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Sherly frowned and pouted her pink lips. She thought for a moment and
said with a sarcastic smile, “Mom, even if it were her, what can she do?
She’s just a miserable creature that has no parents. Okay, mom, I’ll send
you back first.”

Sherly supported Julissa to the roadside and stopped a taxi. But Julissa
was still worried. She planned to investigate the background of Judith
after going back. On the way back, Frank involuntarily slowed down and
deliberately walked abreast with Judith. He glanced at Judith who looked
beautiful and innocent with an imperceptible smile. His smile was like a
cherry blossom which added brightness and charm to the surroundings.
He noticed that she seemed to be in a good mood. “Indeed, it’s a pleasure
to see Julissa gets her results,” thought Frank. Even Frank had never seen
Julissa being in such a panic. Julissa was a tough woman, and she would
do anything for what she wanted. So she would naturally make use of
Judith, her adopted daughter. The three of them chatted casually, and
soon they arrived at the company. Frank was also in a good mood. He
spoke all the way back to the company. It even made Edwin doubt
whether he was really Frank or not. Judith returned to her office after



they arrived at the company. She was satisfied to see her desk neat.
However, she began to doubt Myla’s identity.Myla was not in the office,
so she should have gone to have lunch. But there was still a lot of work to
do today. The Autumn fashion designs had been set to be launched. The
unsettle things were the fabric and the color, but they were not things to
be worried by Judith to worry about. Thanks to the good management of
the Taylor Group, Judith had a good team to run all these things. All she
needed to do was to give orders in written form. All departments were
working in order. Yet they now also produced children’s clothes, so
Judith’s workload increased. She took out colored pencils, pens, and
papers and began to design. She would usually use the computer to
design after getting a satisfying draft on the paper.

Judith would become totally buried in her work once she started it, so she
even didn’t notice that Myla returned. And it was already four in the
afternoon. It was not until Myla brought the color plates over and asked
Judith to confirm the color did Judith stopped focusing on her drawing.
Myla glanced at the girl who had been lowering her head and focusing on
designing. Myla then looked at Judith’s designs and found that the
children’s clothes she drew were all very special and beautiful. It only
took Myla one glance at the designs to find that Judith was a very
experienced designer. Myla then spoke slowly. There was no arrogance
in her tune like before at all. “Ms. White, please check the colors.”
“Alright!” Judith took the color plates. Then she put it on the table and
began to put the work that she had drawn all morning into her handbag.
She needed to bring them home for furnishing tonight. Then she would
discuss the styles with Frank later before making the electronic version.

The Taylor Group was the fashion leader. Judith opened the book of
color plates and saw on the first page the SY fur series that she had long
been expecting The SY fur series were made of the best soft fur in the
world. The series could be used to make limited clothes. The fur looked
and felt perfect, and it was also durable.
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